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General Election in Pakistan is one of the largest 
events that encourages public on large scale to 
interact on personal or mass level through different 
means of communications. It is when people often  
make and break their opinions with every wheeling 
and dealing by political parties and individuals 
contesting the elections. At the same time, 
constituencies are holding their representatives 
accountable for transparency in governance, 
ignored demands and unfulfilled pledges, and 
previous performance vis-à-vis legislation. 

The election activity brings an exciting opportunity 
for media and journalists to report on different 
aspects of electioneering including constituency 
dynamics, issues, demands, electables, violation of 
the electoral code of conduct, unscrupulous political 
scheming, activities of polling day, results and many 
more. Therefore, it was important to compile this 
manual which will guide citizen journalists and 
professional journalists alike during the entire 
election season, including, pre-elections, polling day 
and post-elections.
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OBJECTIVES 
To ensure free, fair and impartial 
elections, sensitize both citizen and 
professional journalists with their 
important watchdog role

To make both citizen and 
professional journalists understand, 
the relevant election laws 
concerning to media coverage 
during general elections

To make them aware of the 
best media practices during 
elections time

Inside
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a. Take responsibility for the accuracy of your work and reporting. Verify information  
 before releasing it. Use original sources whenever possible
b. Remember that inaccuracy has no excuse, neither speed nor format 
c. Provide context. Take special care while promoting, previewing or summarizing a  
 story. Ensure not to misrepresent or distort the facts in this process
d. Gather updated and correct information throughout the life of a news story
e. Identify sources clearly. The public is entitled to have as much information as   
 possible in order to have their own judgment about the authenticity, reliability and  
 motivation of source(s)
f. Consider motives of source(s) before committing to use anonymity. Reserve   
 anonymity for sources who may face danger, retribution or other harm and have  
 information that cannot be obtained elsewhere. Must explain why anonymity was  
 granted
g. Diligently seek subjects of news coverage to allow them to respond to criticism or  
 allegations of wrongdoing
h. Avoid undercover or other surreptitious methods of gathering information unless  
 traditional, open and transparent methods will not yield information vital to the   
 public
i. Be vigilant and courageous about holding those with power accountable. Give   
 voice to the voiceless
j. Support the open and civil exchange of views even if they are repugnant
k. Recognize a special obligation to serve as watchdogs over public affairs and   
 government. Seek to ensure that the public’s business is conducted in the open,  
 and that public records are open to all
l. Provide access to source material when it is relevant and appropriate
m. Boldly tell the story of diversity and magnitude of the human experience. Look for  
 sources whose opinions and voices we seldom hear
n. Avoid stereotyping. Journalists should examine ways, their values and experiences 
 may shape their reporting
o. Label advocacy and commentary
p. Never deliberately distort facts or contexts, including visual information. Clearly   
 label illustrations and re-enactments 

a. The principle of Five Ws: Who, What, When, Where, Why and How applies to   
 election reporting
b. Independent and Accurate: Double-check your facts before you publish (confirm  
 your story from offline sources)
c. Understand the on-ground sensitivities of area or people
d. Make personal and direct contact with the persons(s) you are writing about and  
 link their online material (e.g. blogs, vlogs etc.) in your story, if they have any
e. Ensure Transparency: Disclose any personal relationship you may have with the  
 story you publish

1. Ethical Reporting from Field

2. The Do’s and Don’ts of a Story

BEST
PRACTICES
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4. Reporting Disputes & Confrontations 

5. Staying Safe 

b. Listen to what people in the crowd are saying and observe the body language of  
 the security personnel. Are they armed with shields, batons, machine guns or tear  
 gas? Are they appropriately armed? Are they expecting any trouble? Do they   
 appear nervous?
c. Do not jump to conclusions about how trouble has started if a sudden 
 commotion takes place
d. Talk to people; may be you are missing something or some points or an act of   
 provocation
e. If you are in an area where there is a history of electoral violence because of   
 various reasons (sectarian, political, etc.), caution and anonymity are of   
 paramount importance
f. Anonymous identities and profiles will protect you when reporting from such   
 areas. It will allow you to post stories on social media platforms without them   
 being traced back to yourself. However, it becomes even more important in such  
 a scenario to ENSURE your reporting is correct.
g. If you witness and report a violent activity at a polling station, etc., it is imperative  
 to inform the relevant authorities. Many times, journalists do not report crimes;   
 violence and other such horrors because they are ‘too busy covering the story’.  
 It is here that the lines of morality, ethics and journalism converge the conflict.   
 lways remain ‘humane’.

a.  Know your rights. It is useful to have an understanding of the regulations, in   
 regards to areas with unrest. It is great to do your homework and know about the  
 affected areas. This knowledge will allow you to challenge security personnel with  
 confidence, especially the one who tells you not to take photographs, or orders  
 you to leave an area where you have a right to stay. Remember that irresponsible  
 or uninformed act does not only put you in danger, but can also have repercus-  
 sions for colleagues.
b. Know your destination. Be as prepared as possible before leaving the office.   
 Know about political, racial, religious or any other conflict which exist within a   
 region. Information can keep you out of trouble. Talk to other journalists. Network 
 ing is important. If you have experienced problems in a particular area, warn other  
 journalists to be careful.
c. Make contacts. Get to know media officers of all major organizations in the area
 in advance. If you are covering a major protest, march or political rally, survey the  
 route/venue beforehand. Look for telephones that can be used, safe points from  
 where you can scrutinize the event without putting yourself into trouble.
d. Be familiar. Know all the roads and where they lead to in case you have to leave  
 suddenly. Learn and observe local community protocol. This could include,   
 who you speak to first when you go into a community, and how you address their  
 leaders.

f. Report what you see without exaggeration; and try to exercise fair play or   
 balanced reporting. If a candidate makes an accusation against his opponent,   
 ask the opponent for a comment
g. Give equal prominence to all major candidates
h. Don’t put yourself in danger in order to get that “great” story or picture
i. Differentiate between facts and opinions
j. Don’t plagiarize; always attribute
k. Don’t do digital modification that change the meaning or context of pictures or   
 video footage
l. Don’t submit “posed” picture as true news
m. Be honest and don’t invade anyone’s privacy
n. Avoid using provocative, inflammatory and flamboyant language which can taint  
 your story with your personal opinion
o. Report what candidates say and not what interested parties say about what   
 candidates said
p. Don’t be biased or be seen to be taking sides in political arguments
q. Don’t accept any inducement from a candidate or his/her supporters

a. Unfair attempts to influence voters or polling staff through bribes, employment   
 promises, threats, intimidation, systematic disruption of the election process   
 and/or unbalanced media access
b. Fraud and mishandling of polling material, such as stealing, stuffing and/or   
 destroying ballots, misreading, miscounting, providing misleading reports to the  
 media, voting twice, trying to remove indelible ink etc. 
c. Forced voting, via threats of violence (violent coercion)
d. Forced abstinence from voting, via threats of violence;
e. Buying of votes (a community is paid a certain amount to vote a certain way);
f. Fake or bogus votes;
g. Disappearance of opponent’s votes from polling stations;
h. Pre- and Post-voting (votes already cast and are being cast after the polling time ends)
i. Logistical problems, including insufficient number of ballots, ballots missing for   
 certain parties, insufficient number of envelopes, ink that washes off, inadequate  
 secrecy of the vote, missing officials, missing voter registry, irresponsible behavior  
 from the polling staff and likes

a. The number of infiltrators from the opposition camp. Are they armed?

In a volatile political situation, anything can happen. Certain signs will prepare you. 
These include:

3. What to Watch Out For?
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6. Minimize Harm in Your Reporting

GENDER 
LENS 
TO 
ELECTIONS

e. Dress appropriately. Always dress in accordance to local tradition. Dress to be   
 comfortable and discreet. Be aware of colors of all political movements and   
 political parties participating in your region and avoid wearing clothes in the same  
 combinations.

f. Digital security. Make sure that you are digitally secure from the perils of digital   
 age. Learn digital security concepts and implement them in your day-to-day   
 professional life. (Refer to Digital Security section in the manual)

g. First-aid and weapons. Never carry any kind of weapons and have a basic under 
 standing of first-aid is a must. 

a. Address sensitive issues with utmost caution, specially when dealing with   
 children and their photos. Be considerate when identifying juvenile suspects or   
 victims of sex crimes. It’s unethical to name them. 
b. Be cautious when naming criminal suspects, before the formal filing of charges
c. Recognize that gathering and reporting information may cause harm to certain   
 subjects and sources. Show compassion and responsibility for those who may   
 get affected adversely in your reporting. Put safety of sources and subjects above  
 any other consideration and anonymity is suggested if you are concerned that   
 revealing their identity could cause any harm
d. Show special consideration when reporting stories related to suicide, death or illness
e. Be aware that people are ostracized for their beliefs and can even be persecuted  
 for their faith or lifestyle in parts of the world. Be cautious in your language that   
 describes a person’s relationship to their belief system - religious, political or   
 otherwise
f. Balance public’s need for information against potential harm or discomfort.   
 Pursuit of the news is not a license for arrogance or undue intrusiveness
g. Recognize that legal access to information differs from an ethical justification to  
 publish or broadcast
h. Realize that private people have a greater right to control information about them 
 selves than public figures and others who seek power, influence or attention.   
 Weigh consequences of publishing or broadcasting personal information 
i. Avoid pandering to lurid curiosity even if others do 
j. Balance a suspect’s right to a fair trial with the public’s right to know. Consider the  
 implications of identifying suspects before they face legal charges
k. Consider the long-term implications of the extended reach and permanence of   
 publication. Provide updated and more complete information as appropriate
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Gender in Pakistani context is an extremely sensitive domain, particularly seeing 
gender through a conservative lens. A lot of gender stereotypes within the society 
exist, and unfortunately media seemingly tends to reinforce them in a majority of 
gender portrayals. 

Precisely, if we do a careful analysis of responsibilities assigned to women journalists 
in the media industry, it reflects the real mindset of the society. It has been a norm 
that women would be assigned submissive roles in their routine lives, which is more 
or less similar to when they are assigned a role in the media. 

Media in majority cases hires a woman to present on screen as a beautiful object. In 
rare instances, women reporters would be encouraged to cover mainstream beats 
such as election coverage, national security, terrorism, foreign affairs, legislation, etc. 
Again there has been a lot of hostility towards women journalists, especially in the 
field where they have to face issues including harassment, sexual abuse, abuse of 
power, unwanted advances, misogyny, and violence from peer staff and public as 
well.  Presence of genders other than men is almost negligible in Pakistani media, 
particularly in journalism. 

On the other hand, media allocates minimum time to women and transgender issues 
during electioneering. Only those issues or events are highlighted which can earn 
good ratings and businesses to the media group. In ethical terms, media needs to 
pay equal attention to issues of women and transgender so as to keep them 
inclusive of all election processes. 

Major women and transgender issues in the context of general elections include 
gender participation in elections both as candidates and voters, their registration, 
freedom to exercise their right to vote without family or other societal pressures such 
as political or religious, etc. 

1. Women in parts of the country were not allowed to vote by their elders e.g. in   
 Mianwali, Upper Dir, Lower Dir, Shangla, etc. An approved amendment in May 2017  
 in the Representative of Peoples Act, 1976 empowers the ECP to declare any   
 election where women will be barred to cast their votes, null & void. 

2. Similarly, registration of women voters is also a key issue for elections. According to
  the ECP figures, total number of registered voters in Pakistan stood at 104,267,581,  
 of which women are 45,804,353, remaining are males. This shows a gap of 12.14%  
 between males and female voters in Pakistan. In 2013 general elections, 15 million   
 women could  exercise their right to franchise whereas overall turnout remained   
 53.64%. 
3. There had also been reported cases where women were forced by male members of  
 their families to cast their votes to a particular candidate, particularly in the former   
 Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA)  which is now merged with the province of  
 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP). 
4. Overall education of women voters about electioneering process has always been an  
 overarching concern in Pakistan. In areas such as former FATA, women cast their   
 votes, which turned out invalid due to lack of voter education, resulting in cancellation  
 of their votes in 2013 general elections . ECP with its local and international partners  
 and media has expressed their resolve to combat this challenge through all available  
 means. 

During 2013 electioneering, major reported issues related to gender in Pakistani 
media are as follows:

Highlights:
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DIGITAL 
SAFETY 
& SECURITY

'Digital Safety' or 'Digital Security' is, at its essence, about ‘Information Security’ - the 
ability to protect one's information from harm. Digital Security is about protecting 
information that exists in the digital form in any of the digital devices, i.e. computers, 
mobile phones & other gadgets. With the advancement of technology and birth of new 
software and viruses, it is very likely that our gadgets are at stake by being vulnerable to 
various malicious software and programs which can affect our computers anytime.

As journalists work mainly with information, the safety of their data should be of the 
highest priority. If a journalist loses access to the information he has collected while 
working on an assignment for any reason i.e. crashing hard drive, virus in the pen 
drive/USB or forgetting a password, it will almost be impossible for him to continue his 
work on that story. If someone other than a journalist has control over the data, it can 
potentially be dangerous for both journalist and the source that helped the journalist in 
gathering that data.
Journalists in Pakistan are among the most ‘at-risk’ journalist communities in the world. 
They have been killed or injured not only in crossfire but have also been strong-armed 
and under attack for the work that they do. The cases of Hamid Mir, Wali Babar, Saleem 
Shahzad and Hayatullah Khan are some classic examples of how dangerous it is to work 
as a journalist in Pakistan. 
In most of the cases, we get worried about data safety and recovery when one or more 
accounts are hacked or data has been lost or stolen. However, the only way to effectively 
protect our digital data is to take protective actions and to arm ourselves with the right 
tools and information in advance, rather than wait for a security lapse to take place.

This is imperative for journalists to learn how to make their devices more safe and secure 
by having an in depth knowledge of threat, vulnerabilities and complexities of digital data 
and devices as a whole.

Whenever you send an SMS or an e-mail or visit a website, you leave behind a trace of 
information about your location, the location of the device you are communicating with 
and the time of the communication. This information is called metadata.

• Information loss: This is when someone loses access to their data for any   
 period of time.
• Information breach: When an unauthorized person is able to access some  
 one's data for any period of time.

The kinds of “harm” that threaten our information can be divided into two 
broad categories:

1- Digital Safety

2- Key concepts for digital safety

How secure is the location where I use my device?

2.1- Metadata
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For each of the devices you use, think about the security of the location where you 
usually keep it. If it is usually kept at home, how secure is the room or drawer it is kept in? 
Are the windows and door locks secure? How safe is it from a fire or a pipe leak? Is it 
safe from children? Other than yourself, who else has access to your home/room 
drawer? Remember, if someone wanted to infect or copy data from your laptop, they 
would only need a few minutes of physical access to the USB port. 

Sometimes there may be people standing behind you as you read an email on your 
laptop or check a message on your phone and they will easily be able to see your private 
data (sometimes called “shoulder surfing”). Even when you type in a password, others 
nearby may be able to see and record it as you type it in. So be aware of your physical 
environment whenever you access your device.
We have more control over the surroundings in the home as compared to in the office 
because we can restrict the entrance of people at home but in office we can’t restrict the 
movement. When you are traveling on assignment and using public spaces, such as on 
the bus, at airports, or in hotels, always consider who is standing around you (find a seat 
where a wall is behind you if possible), or who might be able to listen to you. Be aware 
that many public places, especially hotels and airports have surveillance cameras that 
could compromise the security of your data when you are using your devices.

We often find ourselves in situations where we have to share our devices. In the news-
room, you might have to work on a shared computer, or you might be assigned a 
computer or device that will be used by others later. In such a situation where you cannot 
control who else uses the device, you can try not to keep data of a sensitive nature on 
them.
It is also not uncommon for acquaintances – or even strangers – to ask if they can use 
your computer to check their email or make a phone call with your phone. In such 
scenarios, you may be able to decline the request politely to those people whom you do 
not trust enough. It can sometimes be socially difficult to turn down a request, so in 
those cases make sure that the person uses your device in front of you and where you 
can see what is being done.

Digital hygiene refers to a set of very basic digital security practices and habits which 
serve as the first line of defense for your digital data. We have shortlisted three practices 
that we believe all journalists should adopt if haven’t so already:

4- Digital hygiene

Even if you hide the actual conversation or body of the communication, you have to 
reveal some metadata to the computers sending your message in order for it to success-
fully reach its end point. In the case of e-mail, your e-mail provider (Google, Hotmail, 
Yahoo etc.) have access to this information. In the case of SMS, your telecom provider 
has access to your metadata.
For over several months, it can reveal a great deal of private information about the 
whereabouts and communication habits of yourself and of the people you communicate 
with the most. There are ways of changing who has access to your metadata (by using a 
VPN, for example), however, for now, it is imperative to be aware of the fact that you 
always leave behind these footprints.

Most journalists are already familiar with the phenomena: always check the source! 
Just as you would verify the source of any news before publishing it, you should also 
verify the source of any software before downloading or installing it. If you are download-
ing a program, check that you are downloading it from the official site. And if you have 
received an attachment from someone in your email, make sure you know the person 
who has sent it before you click on it.
If you are unsure about the reputation of some software or a person, the easiest way to 
check is to search on Google to see if others have written about it. When it comes to 
smartphones, make sure you only install apps from the official app store (i.e. Google Play 
Store or iTunes). App stores have the additional benefit of having user ratings and 
reviews, which are helpful in determining whether an app is harmful or not.
In general, use common sense to distinguish between something that is genuine and 
fraudulent material.

Security of your data is directly tied to the security of the devices on which that data is 
kept or accessed. So for each of your digital devices (laptop, phone, tablet, camera, USB 
drive, external hard drive, etc.) you should be careful about following things:

There are many advanced tools that journalists can use for greater security, especially 
when working on more sensitive assignments. Although there are many different devices 
and operating systems that people use, we will focus mostly on Microsoft Windows and 
Android devices as they are the most widely used ones.

3- Digital safety tools & best practices

2.2- Always check the source

3.1- Physical security of data and device 

3.1.1- How secure is the location where device is usually kept?

3.1.2- How secure is the location where I use my device?

3.1.3- How much do you trust other people who may 
use your device?
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4.1- Applying a lock screen

4.1.1- Windows

4.2- Updating your operating system

4.2.1- WINDOWS

• Applying a lock screen
• Updating your operating system and software
•  Protecting against malware

A lock screen is a screen on your computer or the phone that requires you to enter a 
password or pattern to use the device. This prevents someone from using the device 
without your permission. 
These days most devices have the option of enabling a lock screen or are able to be 
password protected. It is very easy to enable it, however, the most difficult part is 
getting into the habit of using it regularly!

1. Open the control panel and click on “User Accounts and Family Safety”
2. Click on “Change your Windows password”
3. Click on “Create a password for your account”
4. Enter a new password into the two text-boxes and then click on the “Create   
 password” button

Make sure you choose a long and secure password (we'll discuss this in more detail 
in section 3.4). Now, that you have set it up, to lock your computer hold down the 
Windows key and press "L"
In order to unlock, enter your password and press enter. If you forget to lock it 
manually, the computer will lock automatically when it sleeps. However, get into the 
habit of locking the screen whenever you have to leave your computer, even if it is only 
for a minute or two

By default, most operating systems will inform you when there are new updates to the 
operating system; however, we sometimes ignore it, not knowing how important it 
may be. When security flaws are identified in an operating system, the software devel-
opers will release an update to fix the issue. 

By default, Windows will automatically notify you when updates are available, 
however if you need to do it manually, follow the steps below:

To set this up on a Windows computer, carry out the following steps:

1. Open the control panel
2. Click on “System and Security”
3. Click on “Check for updates” in the “Windows Updates” section
4. Click the “Install updates” button

4.3- Protecting the device from viruses & malwares 

4.3.1- Windows

Be aware that if there are a huge amount of updates pending then it may take a 
considerable amount of time to install, depending on your computer's speed. 
The method for updating other applications in Windows varies from software to 
software. But you can usually find an option for it in the application's menu, some-
times in the “About” window.

Malware is a term to describe any software that is designed to harm the user rather 
than help them. Depending on its type, malware can damage or destroy your data, 
steal your data, or even remotely spy on you through a device. These different catego-
ries of malware have various names, such as virus, trojan horse, worm, spyware.

Computers running Microsoft Windows are particularly vulnerable to malware, so if 
that is what you are using make sure you are running an anti-malware software. If you 
bought your computer recently (with Windows 8 or onwards installed) then it might 
have Windows' built-in anti-malware software pre-installed, called Windows Defender. 
However, it is also possible that Windows Defender has been disabled and instead 
there is a trial or limited-time version of other anti-malware software, such as McAfee 
or Symantec – but these will become disabled after a period if you do not purchase 
the license, leaving your computer vulnerable.

We recommend running a popular free anti-malware software called Avast 
which does a good job of protecting your computer. To install it, carry out the 
following steps:

• An e-mail attachment
• An infected software download
• From your local network
• On a CD, DVD or USB flash drive

Your device can only get infected by malware if it comes into contact with it 
through some mode of communication. This can include:

1. Open your browser and go to 'avast.com'
2. Click on the 'Free download'
3. Click again on 'Free download' beneath the 'Free antivirus' option
4. When the download dialogue box pops up, click on 'Save File'
5. Once the download has completed, locate the downloaded file and double-click  
 it to run the installation
6. When the Avast window opens up, click the 'Install' button. By default, this will   
 also install the Chrome browser, so if you do not want this then de-select the two  
 checkboxes in the bottom-left corner before starting the installation
7. During the installation, Avast will download the latest program files, so it may take  
 some time
8. When the installation is complete, click on the 'continue' button to take you to the  
 main window of Avast.
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Your computer is now protected from viruses by Avast. While it is running, Avast will 
scan for viruses on any new files that are downloaded or run on your computer, and 
will notify if it detects malware. To check at any time that Avast is running on your 
system, you should be able to see the orange Avast logo in the notification area of the 
Windows taskbar:

There are new malware threats that emerge every day, so in order to make sure that 
you are protected, it is essential that you update Avast's virus definitions regularly. By 
default, Avast will update itself automatically, however if you want to do it do it manual-
ly, follow the steps below:

We can make it difficult for others to track our browsing habits. We can use something 
called a VPN or an anonymity network called Tor.

Instead of connecting directly to the intended website, a VPN will encrypt your web 
communication and route it through a proxy server in a different country before 
connecting to the website. If you use Tor, your web communication will pass through 
three or more different proxies, making it increasingly difficult for someone to know 
where you are and which website you are connected to.

We will show you how to install and use Tor as it is completely free and generally offers 
a greater degree of anonymity than VPNs. Tor is an entirely separate browser that you 
can install and use without having to change any other settings. To install Tor, carry out 
the following steps: Open your browser and go to www.torproject.org

What about those times when you need to check a website on a computer that isn't 
your own? When you do that, you typically leave behind your browsing history as well 
as some other information (web cache, cookies etc.) for others to see. To avoid this, a 
quick and simple solution is to browse in a new “private” or “incognito” window. This 
is a feature offered in most modern browsers including Firefox and Chrome. What it 
does is open up a new window, which when closed, will automatically delete all of the 

The Tor browser is now installed and you can use it just like you would use any other 
browser. You might find it slightly slower than a regular browser, but that is because, 
your web traffic is being routed through at least 3 different locations before reaching 
you.
If you want to confirm that Tor is configured correctly and is hiding your location, enter 
the URL “whatismyipaddress.com” into the address bar and it should show you a 
location which is not your own.
After closing the Tor browser, if you want to open it again, just find the Tor browser icon 
on your desktop or in the Start menu.

1. Click on the “Download Tor” button
2. In the “Tor Browser for Windows” section, click on the “Download Tor browser”  
 button
3. If your browser asks, save the file in your Downloads folder or on the Desktop
4. Open up the folder where you saved the file and double-click on it
5. If you get a security warning, click on the “Run” button
6. Follow the instruction to install Tor and when the installation is complete, click on  
 “Finish”
7. A new window should appear titled 'Tor Network Setting'. Click on the “Connect”  
 button
8. It will now connect you to the Tor network and open up the Tor browser

Finally, it is a good idea to scan your entire system for viruses on a regular basis (say 
once a month) and at any time, you are suspicious that your computer may be infect-
ed with malware. You should also make sure to scan USB flash drives and other digital 
media that may have been used by others before. To run a virus scan, carry out the 
following steps

1. Open Avast
2. Click 'Scan' from the menu bar at the top
3. Click on 'Scan for viruses' in the drop-down menu
4. Open the drop-down list and you will be given a number of scan options. 'Quick  
 scan' will run a short (around 5 minutes) scan of the areas of your system that are  
 most commonly infected with viruses. 'Full system scan' will scan your entire   
 computer, which could take more than an hour depending on your system's   
 speed. 'Removable media scan' is used to scan USB flash drives, external hard-  
 drives, SD cards, DVDs, etc. 'Select a folder to scan' lets you scan a particular 
 folder only. 'Boot-time scan' will restart your computer and scan the system   
 before Windows begins to load, and is the most thorough scan. Click on the scan  
 option according to your needs.
5. The window will now display the progress of the scan and show you the results  
 once it is complete.

When you are browsing the web through your browser, you are constantly sending 
information back and forth from your device to the computer on which the website is 
hosted. That information, in both directions, can compromise your privacy and the 
security of your device, so we need to take some steps to protect ourselves.

1. Open Avast from the Start menu
2. Click on the 'Settings' icon in the top right corner
3. Click on 'Update' menu in the sidebar menu on the left side
4. Click on 'Update' in the 'Virus Definitions' section
5. Wait for the program to download any new virus definitions

5.1- TOR 

5.2- Incognito or private browser window5- Browsing internet securely 
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browsing history and other local data so that others cannot access it.
To use it, just open it, just click on the “New Private Window” in Firefox, or “New incog-
nito window” in Chrome, and start browsing as usual.
Just remember to close the window when you have finished browsing! Also, be aware 
that this feature will not keep your Internet communications private from, say, your ISP 
or your local network. It will only hide your browsing data from other people using the 
same computer. Finally, keep in mind that if you really need to use a computer other 
than your own, then be smart about how you use it. Don't browse a sensitive website 
that could get you in trouble if others find out about it, unless it is absolutely necessary.

We use passwords all of the time. For email accounts, Windows user account, bank 
accounts, and a whole range of other online services. We need passwords to ensure 
that unauthorized people are unable to gain access to your accounts, so they are like 
the key and lock to a house. And if that lock is not secure enough, everything inside 
the house becomes compromised.

There's still one more problem, though. There is another feature of a strong password 
that we didn't mention above, which is that it should be unique, i.e. all of your 
passwords should be different. Most of us have several different accounts that need a 
password (e.g. Gmail, Facebook, Twitter, bank account, etc.), and for some people, it 
could be more than twenty accounts. If we were to use the same password for every 
account it would put all of the accounts at risk. For instance, if one account was 
hacked, then all accounts could possibly be compromised.
In the last section we suggested how to come up with one long password that you 
could memorize, but how would you be able to memorize twenty long passwords 
which are all different? The answer is not to memorize them, but to save all the 
passwords into a file, and then retrieve them from that file whenever you need them. 
Software programs that are designed to do this are called password managers, and 
the one that we will be using is a free and open source software called KeePass.

• is long (at least twelve characters, but preferably more than twenty)
• contains both upper and lower case characters
• contains one or more numbers and special characters (! @, #, $ etc.)
• does not contain any personal identification (such as date of birth, address,   
 phone number, names of family members etc.)

So how can we make a secure password? A secure password should typical-
ly have the following features:

6.1- KEEPASS

To install KeePass, carry out the following steps:

6.1.1- Windows

1. Open your browser and go to http://keepass.info Click on the “Downloads” link  
 in the side menu
2. In the “Classic Edition” column, and under “Installer”, click the “Download Now”  
 button
3. Save the file in a folder and then double-click on it to run it
4. Follow the program instructions to complete the installation

Now that it is installed, to use KeePass, you first need to create a database file which 
will act as a vault, and will store all passwords inside. Follow the steps below to do this:

1. Start KeePass by opening your Start menu and by clicking on the KeePass icon
2. In the File menu, click on New
3. Now you will be asked to enter a master password for your database which will  
 contain all of your other passwords. So type in a password that is secure (using  
 the suggestions given in the previous section).
4. Enter your new password again to confirm
5. The database has been created. Now you can start entering in your passwords  
 for different accounts. Make a new entry by clicking on the button with the icon  
 of a key with a green arrow on it
6. In the dialogue box that has opened, enter the details of the account you want to  
 enter. So let's say you are doing it for your Gmail account. For the title, name it   
 “Gmail” (or anything else appropriate). Then enter your Gmail username and   
 password. Note the bar labelled “quality” will give you an indication of how strong  
 your password is.
7. Once you have entered the information, click the OK button
8. You can now see your entry for Gmail in your database
9. Try adding another for your Facebook password using the same method
10. Now that you have two entries, save your database by clicking on the blue save  
 button in the toolbar
11. Give this file a name and save it somewhere safe!
12. Finally quit KeePass by clicking on the cross button in the top right corner

1. Open KeePass from the Start menu
2. It will now ask you to enter the master password that you created earlier, so enter it
3. Once you do this you will be able to see the entries you saved earlier
4. Let's try signing into your Gmail account using your saved password. Open up   
 your browser and go to the sign in page for Gmail and type in your username
5. When it asks for your password, go back to KeePass, click on the entry you   
 created for Gmail and then press Ctrl+C to copy the password

You now have created a database with two passwords saved in it. Let's open  
KeePass again and use it to sign in to an online account.

6- Password management
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7.1- Cloud storage and Backup

Go back to your browser, click inside the password box and press Ctrl+V to paste 
your password. You need to paste the password within ten seconds of copying other-
wise it will not work. (If you want, you can change this time limit in the settings)
Now click on the “Sign in” button and you should be able to sign in!
You can add entries for as many accounts as you want, and you'll only need to 
remember one password – the master password. Also, you can use KeePass to 
automatically generate extremely long secure passwords by clicking on the “Generate 
a random password” button in the “Edit Entry” dialogue.
There are many more features that you can explore in the KeePass settings for 
additional security.
Be careful though! If you forget the master password for the database file or forget the 
location (or mistakenly delete it) the database file, then you will lose all of your 
passwords. You should make a backup of your database file regularly (read the next 
section for more on this). If you want you can make more than one database file, for 
example, one to store your personal account passwords and one for your work 
accounts.

Data is one of the most important aspects of our all-digital gadgets if its mobile phone, 
tablet, desktop or laptop computer. The operating systems of these digital gadgets 
can be reinstalled or repaired but to recreate the data in its original form is either very 
difficult or nearly impossible. 

With the advancement of technology and fast pace of new software and viruses, it is 
very likely that our gadgets are at stake to various malicious software and programs 
and can affect our computers anytime. An attacker could crash a computer's operat-
ing system or data may be corrupted or wiped out by a hardware problem. Computers 
can be lost, stolen, or destroyed in a fire. Keeping in mind these threats, we must 
make a habit to backing up data on regular basis or mark a day every week, 2 weeks 
or to most, a day every month on which we backup all important data. An attacker 
could crash a computer's operating system or data may get corrupted or wiped out 
by a hardware problem. Computers can be lost, stolen, or destroyed in a fire.

We should back up our personal or critical work data on a regular basis. This means 
copying our files over to a protected system, external storage device or cloud backups 
so that we can access when those files are needed.

Cloud backup, also known as online backup, is a method for backing up data that 
involves sending a copy of the data over a secure online server and it remains there 
but can be retrieved whenever required by simply logging into account.

Google Drive is an online file storage and synchronization service created by Google. 
It allows users to store files in the cloud, share files, and edit documents, spread-
sheets, and presentations with collaborators. Google Drive encompasses Google 
Docs, Sheets, and Slides, an office suite that permits collaborative editing of docu-
ments, spreadsheets, presentations, drawings and forms.

1- Log in to your Google account
2- You can access Google Drive by going to http://drive.google.com in your web   
 browser.
3- You can also navigate to Google Drive from any Google page (such as Gmail or  
 Google search) by selecting the grid icon near the top-right corner, then clicking  
 Drive.
4- Your Google Drive may be empty right now, but as you begin to upload and   
 create files you'll need to know how to view, manage, and organize them in the  
 interface.
5- Google Drive is available for both iOS and Android, the Google Drive mobile app  
 allows you to view and upload files to Google Drive using your mobile device.
6- If you prefer to work on the desktop, you can download the Google Drive desktop  
 app to your computer. Available for Windows and OS X, this app makes it a bit   
 easier to upload your existing files and work offline. Once it's installed, you'll see  
 a new Google Drive folder on your computer. Any files you move into this folder  
 will automatically be uploaded to your Google Drive.

For many of us, our e-mail communications contain most of our important data. Not 
only is the content shared over e-mail is valuable, but if an unauthorized person were 
to gain control of your account to impersonate you, it could have disastrous results. 
So we need to spend some time learning how to secure our e-mail communications.

Since most people regularly use a free webmail account, we will focus on that. By 
webmail, we mean e-mail accounts that you primarily access through a web browser 
(e.g. Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo etc.) rather than through a desktop client like Outlook or 
Thunderbird. Among the main free webmail providers, we strongly recommend Gmail 
as the better option, as it has a much better track record of implementing advanced 
security features well before the others.

We're going to go through a few basic security settings available in Gmail that you can 
use to keep your account safe. Since your Gmail account is tied to your Google 
account that is where many of the security settings will be changed.

To store a file on Google drive, simply:

7- Backing up your data

8- Email security



8.1- 2-STEP VERIFICATION

Hopefully, many of you already use 2-step verification, but we will review it here in case 
you don't. For an unauthorized person to get access to your e-mail account, all they 
typically need to know is your password. To prevent this, the second layer of security 
can be added such that the user will also have to enter a code sent to your mobile 
phone. This means that for an unauthorized person to access your account, they 
would need both your password and have physical access to your phone. This feature 
is now offered by all of the major free webmail providers and for many other online 
services.

1. Open your browser and go to https://myaccount.google.com/. If it asks you to   
 sign in, then do that
2. Click on “Sign-in and security”
3. Scroll down to the “Password & sign-in method” section where you can see when  
 you last changed your password, and whether you have 2-Step Verification   
 turned on. Click on “2-Step Verification”
4. Click on the “Get started” button at the bottom-left
5. If asked to re-enter your password, enter it
6. In the text box, enter the number of the phone that you want to use to sign-in and  
 then click on “Try it”
7. Wait a few seconds and you will receive SMS on your phone containing a 6-digit  
 verification code. Enter that code in the text box in your browser, and click “Next”
8. If that succeeded, you can click on the “Turn on” button to activate 2-step   
 verification

Here is how to set it up in Google:

Now whenever you try to sign-in to your Google account from a computer other than 
your own, you will be sent an SMS with a new code that you will need in addition to 
your password.

This can pose some problems, though. What if your phone is out of battery, or you are 
traveling abroad where you cannot receive SMS on your regular network? There are 
few features available to resolve this, all of which are visible in the 2-Step Verification 
settings in the “Sign in & security” settings.

Backup phone: This allows you to list the phone number of a trusted person to whom 
the code will be sent if you cannot receive it on your own Backup codes: This will give 
you ten backup codes that you can print out and use to sign-in when you are traveling 
and don't have access to your SMS

Authenticator app: Instead of receiving security codes through SMS, you can install an 
app on your Android phone that will generate security codes for you whenever you 
want to sign in. The app does not need to have a mobile connection or Internet 
connection in order to generate the codes, so it will work while traveling.
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8.2- Recovery e-mail and phone

8.3- Security alerts

8.4- Gmail account activity

There may be work situations in which you feel that linking your email account to your 
phone brings more risks than the benefits provided by 2-step verification. In such a 
case you may choose not to use 2-step verification, or rather you can create a new 
burner account just for that assignment which will not be linked to your phone. In most 
situations, though, 2-step verification is a very useful way to prevent unauthorized 
access.

In the “Security & sign-in” settings there is a section for “Account recovery options”. 
Here you can set a recovery email address and/or phone number to which recovery 
information can be set in case you ever get locked out of your Google account.

In the “Security & sign-in” settings there is a section for “Security alert settings”. If you 
click on “Manage settings” you will be given the option of choosing to be notified 
about security risks to your account and account activity through e-mail or as a text 
message on your phone. This is useful as you will be notified immediately if your 
password or other account settings have been changed, so you can take steps imme-
diately to respond and limit the damage.

How can you check if someone other than yourself has been logging in to your e-mail 
account? At the very bottom of your Gmail page, in the right-hand corner, there is a 
line of text telling you the time of the last account activity. If you click on the “Details” 
button a pop-up window will appear and details of the recent activity, including the 
time, location of the user and the browser used. If any of this looks suspicious, you 
can click on the “Sign out all other web sessions” button at the top, and you may also 
consider changing your password.

In the last few years, we have been increasingly using social media, both for personal 
recreation and for work. It is especially useful for journalists, to gather real-time news 
and updates from non-traditional sources and to disseminate stories to non-traditional 
audiences.
It is empowering, but of course comes with its own set of risks, as the social aspect 
means that our social media accounts contain a great deal of information about our 
social lives, our human relationships and personal preferences and habits. Moreover, 
in the hands of unauthorized people, your account can be used against you.
As with everything we have discussed in this booklet, common sense will be your best 
defense. Ensure that people are who they claim to be, be conservative about who you 
share information with, and be skeptical of anything from unknown sources. There are 
also a few security settings that we can use to improve our security.

9- Social networking security



9.1-  Login approvals

9.2- Trusted contacts

9.3- Privacy settings

We will focus here on Facebook, as that is the most popular social networking site in 
Pakistan currently.

1. After signing in to your account, click on the arrow in the top right corner and then  
 click on “Settings” from the drop-down menu. This is where all of your account  
 settings are.
2. Click on “Security” in the sidebar menu
3. Click on “Login approvals”
4. Check the “Require a security code” checkbox and then click on “Get started”
5. You will now be asked what kind of phone you use. If you select “Android,   
 iPhone” then you will need to install the Facebook app on your phone to generate  
 security codes. If you choose “other” then you will receive the codes in SMS text  
 messages. Select whichever one applies and click “Continue”
6. Follow the on-screen instructions to complete the activation for your type of phone

Now, whenever you log in to your Facebook account you will receive a security code 
on your phone that you need to enter after submitting your password. The first time 
you sign in to your account from a browser, you be asked whether you want Facebook 
to remember the browser so you do not have to enter the security code next time. 
Only save the browser if you are using it on a computer that only you use.

Get locked out of your account by being either hacked or just forgetting your 
password can be a frustrating experience as you need to verify your identity to 
Facebook in order to regain access. To make that process slightly easier, in 
Facebook's security settings, there is an option to choose 3 to 5 Trusted Contacts 
who can help you recover access to your account. Be careful about choosing only 
those people whom you trust and who are vigilant about the security of their own 
account.

Knowing who can see which posts of yours on Facebook can be confusing at times. 
If you don't want certain people to see a particular post, the best policy is to avoid 
posting it altogether. Nonetheless, there are different ways to control this.

First of all, whenever you are posting on your timeline, remember to be sure to look at 
the button next to the “Post” button which allows you to select whether to share it with 
the Public (everyone in the world), just your Facebook friends, or any other combina-
tion. Remember that once something is public, it is very difficult to regain privacy, so 

Login approvals on Facebook are the same as 2-step verification for 
Google accounts that we discussed in Section 3.6. Here's how to activate 
it on Facebook:
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be conservative if you are unsure. Also, remember that your comments on any post 
will have the same visibility as the post itself, so comments on a public post will be 
public also. You can change the default sharing settings for your timeline posts by 
going into the settings, then select “Privacy” from the sidebar menu, then click on 
“Who can see your future posts?” Be sure to go through all of the settings in the 
Privacy and Timeline settings to make sure they are what you want them to be.

Finally, if you want to see what your profile looks like to any particular person, you can 
go into the Timeline settings and click on “View as”. This will show you how your profile 
looks to the public. If you want to see what is shared to any particular people amongst 
your friends, click on “View as Specific Person” in the black bar at the top and enter 
that person's name.

Mobile devices offer some peculiar challenges of all of the additional data it contains 
and the fact that it travels with you everywhere you go. It contains your call history, 
your list of contacts, personal photos, and audio recordings, and it knows your exact 
location (down to the meter if you have GPS turned on) at any given. All of this data 
can paint a detailed picture of your life and habits. The fact you carry it with you also 
means that it is at a greater risk of being lost, stolen or damaged than stationary devices.

In the previous chapters, we have already mentioned many of security 
practices that should be applied to mobile devices also:

• Activate the lock screen
• Keep your operating system updated
• Don't install apps from unverified sources and pay attention to app permissions
• Backup your data

In addition, you should also consider:

• Full disk encryption, so that your data cannot be accessed even if your phone is  
 stolen
• Set up a SIM card lock, so that phone calls cannot be made by unauthorized   
 people
• Keep WiFi, Bluetooth and GPS turned off whenever you are not using them, to   
 limit unauthorized network activity

In this section, though we want to show you two Android mobile messaging tools that 
can be extremely useful for journalists traveling on an assignment or even those who 
need to communicate securely with a source.

10-  Secure mobile tools
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This app (formerly known as SMS Secure) allows two people to communicate secure-
ly using SMS text messages when there is no Internet connection available. Even 
though messages are sent through the network of your mobile provider, the messages 
themselves are end-to-end encrypted; meaning that only you and the desired recipi-
ent will be able to read them.

You can install the Silence app from the Google Play Store. Once installed, you will find 
the interface almost the same as any other text message app, however, it has a few 
additional options.

When you start writing a message to someone, the send button will initially display a 
small unlocked padlock on it. This means that the message will be sent without being 
encrypted. At the top of the conversation window, there is also an icon of an unlocked 
padlock. If you tap on that it will give the option to “start secure session”. This will send 
a message to the recipient, and if they also have the Silence app installed then it will 
begin encrypting future text messages. In this case, you will notice that the send 
button at the bottom now has a closed padlock on it.

In addition, Silence allows you to encrypt and password protect the messages stored 
on your phone. To do this go into the app's settings and tap on “Privacy”, then turn on 
the “Enable passphrase” setting. It will now ask you to enter a new passphrase for the 
app. After you enter this, whenever you open the app to read or send a message you 
will first be required to enter the passphrase before proceeding.

The Signal app is very similar to Silence, however, the encrypted messages are sent 
through the Internet rather than as SMS text messages. Of course, this means that the 
app will only work with a wifi connection or data plan. Additionally, the app allows to 
people make end-to-end encrypted voice calls in which no third parties are able to listen.

Like other apps, Signal can be installed from the Play Store app. Once installed, the 
interface is almost identical to Silence. Secure sessions do not need to be initiated 
manually in any conversation, as this is done manually as long as the party you are 
communicating with, also has Signal installed – so you can begin communicating with 
the knowledge that the message is secured with end-to-end encryption.

The additional feature in this app is the ability to make encrypted voice calls. To do 
this, all you need to do is open the conversation of the person you want to call and 
then tap on the call button at the top. You will notice that the call icon also has a small 
locked padlock on it, indicating that call is encrypted. Once the other party answers 
the call you can begin talking as you would with a normal call.

The Signal is useful because you can make calls and send messages without sharing 
even the metadata of your communication with your mobile provider.

PHYSICAL 
SECURITY

10.1- Silence

10.2- Signal
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Leave a copy of your itinerary, passport, and other travel documents with family or 
friends at home and at work in case of an emergency. Do not publicize your travel 
plan.

TRAVEL PLAN 

When making travel plans, plan to arrive during daytime hours, especially when 
unfamiliar with an area. This will add to one’s safety and make it easier to find one’s 
hotel or other destination.

TIME

Carry valuables such as passport, cash, and credit cards in a pouch or money belt 
worn under clothing against one’s body. Do not carry valuables in outside pockets, 
pouches, or handbags. Do not carry large amounts of cash. Hide any documents that 
could identify oneself as a high-value target. These can include business documents, 
business cards, personal or military credentials, etc. Pack these items in checked 
baggage or mail them to the destination ahead of time.

DOCUMENTS & VALUABLES 

Carry some extra money for an emergency.

EXTRA MONEY

Do not forget to request travel insurance from one’s organization prior to travel.

TRAVEL INSURANCE 

Whether traveling alone or in a group, plan for communicating with one’s designated 
management prior to the travel. While traveling in a group, use synchronized commu-
nication. As a part of contingency planning, the whole group should be in agreement 
in terms of their content of communication to preclude the development of any anom-
aly, which may compromise the group’s well-being. Also, groups and individuals 
should take into awareness the possible points or locations at which they may need 
to engage in communication with public authorities.

COMMUNICATIONS
Travel Checklists

Election campaigns can be edgy and turn vicious. Journalists and field monitors may 
find themselves trapped between rival groups, be roughed up in street protests or 
directly targeted because of alleged bias. Risk assessments and security 
arrangements should be made early in the campaign by referring to the fellow 
journalist community as well as by teaming up with some of the locals. Detailed 
mapping of risks based on plausibility and impact can help in prioritizing different risks 
and will enable journalists and field monitors to better manage it. 

Situational awareness is about creating a mindset and developing skills for 
participants’ awareness of both subtle and obvious dynamics in an area’s electoral 
environment. This also requires a journalist to tune-in to their surroundings and be 
attentive to their whereabouts. Brushing up the situational awareness skills will 
improve their ability to pay attention to information about them, retain necessary 
information, and recall such information. Journalists and field monitors will also use 
these abstracts to make decisions or plan for personal and team security and safety.

Planning is an essential component for journalists, media practitioners, and social 
communicators to safely carry out their work in adverse and challenging environments 
Planning also fosters a safety- and security-conscious team culture which helps 
reporting effectively during elections.

Before commencing any travel - domestic or international, a set of considerations to 
be kept in mind. The checklist below provides tips to keep in mind when planning and 
preparing for a trip. Following the tips in this checklist will reduce one’s attractiveness 
as a target for criminals or terrorists and reduce one’s exposure to risk. In some 
regions, journalists and field monitors may have to consider dressing in a casual 
manner and avoid bringing equipment that could be perceived as “flashing the wealth” 
.

Pre-travel security checklist  

1. Risk Assessment and Management

2. Situational Awareness

3. Planning
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Check the weather of the destination before departure. Keep clothes for layering, 
easily accessible and bring appropriate shoes.

WEATHER

Book hotel rooms in advance of one’s arrival. Try to stay at well-known hotels that are 
recommended by a local source.

ACCOMMODATION

One’s dress and attire send a very important message. Try to dress conservatively (as 
per local culture) and avoid wearing and packing clothes that may make one a target. 
Dressing too flashy may signal wealth, while dressing too casually may signal that one 
is a tourist. Both may attract criminals. Be mindful of language sensitivity. Try to greet 
local people in the local language and behave respectfully towards the local culture.

CULTURE & LANGUAGE 

Share travel plans with at least one trusted friend or family member. Leave copies of 
valuable documents and financial information with a trusted friend or relative. Carry 
copies in a separate place.

TRUSTED FRIENDS/FAMILY 

Share travel plans with at least one trusted friend or family member. Leave copies of 
valuable documents and financial information with a trusted friend or relative. Carry 
copies in a separate place.

TRUSTED FRIENDS/FAMILY 

(Flight, bus, train, other) 

TICKET

(hotel reservation/venue address) 

ACCOMMODATION DETAILS 

Lock or secure checked baggage. If possible, have bags shrink-wrapped at the 
airport to prevent them from being opened and having items stolen. Do not pack more 
than is needed. Traveling light makes one less of a target and allows one to move 
more quickly. It will also make one less fatigued during travel and will decrease the 
possibility of setting down a piece of luggage and leaving it unattended. Be discreet 
when filling out the identification labels on luggage. Put this same information inside 
the luggage, in the event that the luggage tag gets torn off. Avoid using company 
logos on luggage.

LUGGAGE

Keep necessary medicines in their original, labeled containers. Also, keep a small 
portable-sized first aid kit. When traveling to underdeveloped areas, it may be wise to 
pack a flashlight, mobile power bank, and essential food items.

FIRST-AID/EMERGENCY TOOL KIT 

Keep all necessary contact numbers placed in another source besides one’s mobile 
phone. Include the appropriate access codes for calling from a particular city or 
country.

IMPORTANT CONTACTS 

Carry laptop, mobile phone, external devices, or other necessary digital devices very 
carefully, and have a complete backup of data placed in another container. 

DIGITAL DEVICES 

Make two photocopies of one’s passport identification page, airline tickets, driver’s 
license, and credit cards. Leave one photocopy of this data with family or friends at 
home or at work and pack the other in a place separate from where these valuables 
will be stored or carried. Make a copy of important data and place in a separate exter-
nal hard drive.

BACKUPS

Prior to traveling to an unfamiliar area, review an area map carefully to identify possible 
entry and exit routes, in case of emergency. Are there any safe havens you could go 
to, in case of emergency? Also, consider reviewing the crime history of the area as an 
extra layer of security.

AREA MAP 

a. Travel checklist
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INVITATION LETTER

(for your travel)

OFFICE SUPPORTING DOCUMENT 

(from mobile phone and keep encrypted files on laptop)

DELETE OFFICIAL DATA

(identify the nearest hospital, police station, local transport, restaurant, and emergen-
cy exit routes)

MAP OF THE AREA

BACKUP OF IMPORTANT CONTACTS

(with a trusted friend or family member)

SHARE YOUR PLANS

(have a communications strategy meeting before travel)

IF TRAVELING IN A GROUP 

(keep extra batteries or portable chargers available)

CHARGE MOBILE PHONE AND 
LAPTOP BATTERIES 

(to avoid any risk of late arrival)

LEAVE FOR THE AIRPORT/BUS/TRAIN 
STATION WITH EXTRA TIME 

(check the weather of destination prior to travel)

CLOTHES & SHOES ACCORDING 
TO THE WEATHER

+ (copies)

PASSPORT/CNIC

(if required)

INSURANCE

(if required)

VACCINATIONS

CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS

(a bit more than required, converted in the currency of destination)

MONEY

MEDICINES/FIRST-AID KIT

(keep some candies, bubble gum, or mints handy)

IF NAUSEA IS ANTICIPATED 

(as per travel plan)

OTHER IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS 
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It’s imperative for local and citizen journalists to be fully aware of their security in 
conflicted constituencies and must have hands-on with basic first-aid techniques 
which is to be conducted as crucial part of physical security section. It is essential that 
participants should understand proactive and reactive measures of Risk Assessment 
and Management as well as Planning. 

It is essential to understand first-aid first with the description of the practice itself as 
well as the goals. First-aid is a procedure applied in the case of a medical emergency 
before the medical treatment is available for the casualty.

Please be mindful that different local laws may or may not protect civilians acting as 
first responders. Similarly, different local laws may require or even forbid civilian 
bystanders from acting as a medical responder to aid in an emergency.

Be aware of any danger to you as the first responder, bystanders, or other casualties. 
After, looking for signs of potential harm or danger to yourself or those around you, if 
you determine the safety of the situation then you may proceed with helping a victim. 
The first-aid giver should also respect the casualty.

In an emergency that requires professional medical assistance, one individual should 
call for emergency assistance while others attend the casualties. It is important here 
that if there are multiple responders to an emergency, only one person should call for 
emergency assistance services. The caller should act cautiously, calmly, and quickly.

Typically, this is a good time to address the holistic approach to safety, connecting 
physical safety to psychosocial well-being. It is a best practice to have the Psychoso-
cial Trainer available to contribute in order to help make the connections stronger. This 
will minimize barriers to learning, resulting in better uptake of ideas and the content.

Based on the context and environment, these may vary. 

a. Goals of first-aid

b. Most common injuries to individuals

c. Legal issues involved in providing first-aid

d. Ways to stay safe and prepared for providing first-aid

e. Role of the first-aid provider in the emergency medical services 
(EMS) system

f. Things you can do to help cope after experiencing a traumatic 
event

PSYCHOSOCIAL 
WELLBEING

First-Aid 
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causes and signs of stress and what personal and social resources one has at their 
disposal to enhance their well-being. It helps people to build trust with their coworkers 
in an environment that encourage respect for privacy, confidentiality, and sentiments 
of fellows and team members. People feel more empowered with the knowledge and 
material they have after sessions to manage stress and trauma. People control 
self-care and help peers in the future with similarly learned tools. People enhance 
self-awareness to see the integrated links between stress and physical and digital 
security vulnerabilities.

This section comes after Stress Management. The purpose of the session is to 
strengthen the newly developed attitude of preemptive ownership of one’s 
psychosocial well-being. This session extends to this lesson by allowing people to 
develop a non-judgmental, but a value-driven attitude towards coping mechanisms. 
There are certain behaviors such as working out, get together with friends and family 
members, meditating, engaging in productive activity, going for an outing, or a simple 
act of listening to music, which can have the desired impact on one’s psychosocial 
well-being. On the other hand, certain acts such as engaging in substance-abuse, late 
working hours, lesser time for rest and sleep, or resorting to self-denial about one’s 
weakness are likely to have adverse impacts on the overall wellbeing of an individual. 
The section aims to enable participants to understand these differences and make 
informed choices about the behaviors, which can be used to enhance their 
psychosocial well-being.

This section helps people gain an understanding of resilience and explore inner means 
of self-care. People feel more confident in themselves with the resources they become 
aware of after their lessons. People gain better awareness for planning their digital and 
physical security as a result of positive resilience. People gain the ability to explore 
more suited personal resources for true-resilience. People learn how to manage 
self-care and help peers in future with similarly learned tools while increasing 
self-awareness of well-being in an integrated manner.

The concept of psychosocial first aid in practice is not new; it is the relief any individual 
(without any psychological or clinical training) can offer to victims of immediate trauma. 
This is usually scheduled after the session of physical first aid. Psychosocial first aid is 
not only a means of intervention but a session that develops understanding about 
human responses under traumatic situations. Considering these responses, the 
session suggests predicted and unwanted interventions to help calm and console the 
victim in the outcome of a traumatic experience.

4 - Self-Care: Building Resilience and Solidarity

5 - Psychosocial First Aid

Risk assessment is the first and utmost part that comes with psychosocial wellbeing. 
This is to enable people to become aware and mindful of the social environments they 
work in and how these environments have the tendency to influence their physical, 
psychosocial, and digital well-being.

The assessment includes four basic questions including who are you, what are you 
trying to do, what are you trying to protect, and who is trying to disempower you? To 
answer these questions, participants must think of their personal and workplace 
situations and figure out what are their vulnerabilities and how they are countering 
them on daily basis.

This assessment enables people to map varied roles an individual play in their person-
al life and in society. It also helps in mapping elements that are trying to disempower 
the individual or organization from performing the operations and to identify elusive 
and tangible factors the individual is trying to protect.

Psychosocial wellbeing is well connected with digital and physical safety. For instance, 
if you are surfing the internet and you post your thought which might not be accept-
able for someone and the other user uses verbal abuse or threaten you to harm physi-
cally, it can cause psychological discomfort for you and it is also an uncalled incite-
ment of violence as well as abusive behavior.

Risk identification enables people to gain insight into their work, as well as the 
emotional toll it takes on them and their social lives. The objective of this study is to 
sensitize journalists about the emotional impact of their work and reflect over their 
repertoire to diminish various emotional stressors and their reasons. This encourages 
people and individual centric contribution at a personal level to reflect on their work 
lives and their existing available resources to mitigate such challenges.

This section enables people to gain awareness of emotional challenges of journalists. 
It also helps in De-stigmatizing mental health support by normalizing challenges and 
to develop the ability to mitigate challenges.

This section follows the Self Awareness lesson. In Stress Management, the 
psychosocial trainer facilitates awareness of the participants on “Stress”, how it 
positively contributes and unfavorably strangles an individual’s capacity to perform at 
work or manage their well-being. The session is aimed at developing an attitude and 
behavior of ownership of one’s psychosocial well-being, by understanding different 

1 - Risk Assessment: Self Awareness

2 - Risk Identification: Emotional Lives of Journalists

3 - Understanding and Managing Stress

Linking psychosocial with physical and digital safety
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Outcomes of the psychosocial first-aid:

People learn to trust their fellow colleagues in an environment that nurtures respect for 
privacy, confidentiality, and feelings and emotions of fellow participants and team 
members.

• People will gain the ability to integrate practices between domains of physical   
 security and psychosocial domain; 
• People will feel more self-empowered with the resources they become aware of 
• Participants learn how to administer self-care and help peers (community   
 building) in future with similar learned tools; and 
• People gain the ability to exercise caution with others when providing medical first  
 aid along with psychosocial first aid.

GUIDELINES 
BY ECP
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1. The Commission shall, in consultation with political parties, frame a Code of   
 Conduct for political parties, contesting candidates, election agents and polling  
 agents.
2. The Commission shall also frame a Code of Conduct for security personnel,   
 media and election observers.
3. A political party, a candidate, an election agent, a polling agent, security person  
 nel, media and an observer shall follow the Code of Conduct during an election.
4. The Commission shall publish a Code of Conduct framed under this section in   
 the official Gazette and on its website.

The authorities should make special efforts to investigate all acts of violence, 
intimidation or harassment directed against media personnel or the property or 
premises of a media outlet and to bring those responsible to justice, particularly where 
the act was motivated by an intent to interfere with media freedom. 

6.1. There should be no prior censorship of any election coverage/program.
6.2. All political parties and state institutions must issue a clear statement that the   
 media will not be penalized for broadcasting/publishing programs/Contents   
 merely because they are critical of a certain party or a type of politics.
6.3. Neither the authorities nor media outlets should interfere with the broadcast of   
 any election program or election coverage unless there is a real danger or threat  
 of imminent harm and violence. 

The media shall not be held responsible legally for unlawful statements made by 
candidates or party representatives and for its broadcast during the course of election 
campaigns. This, however, will not apply to the repeat/recorded telecasts or 
publications.

Any candidate/party which has been defamed or is a victim of gross misrepresentation 
or other illegal injury by a broadcast of information should be entitled to a correction 
and/or where appropriately granted an opportunity to reply. 

9.1.  All media should also be careful to comply with any obligations of balance and   
 impartiality that the law may place on them.
9.2. The duty of balance requires that parties/candidates receive news coverage   
 commensurate with their relative importance in the election and the extent of their  
 potential electoral support.
9.3. State and private media are urged to keep a clear distinction between,   
 editorial/opinion, news and paid content. There will not be paid or sponsored   
 news, election evaluation, analyses and editorial opinion. 

During the election period, all media have a duty to ensure that the public is properly 
informed about relevant electoral matters such as political parties, candidates, 
campaign issues and voting processes.

2.1. Publicly owned media have a specific mandate requiring fairness and non-
 discrimination in their election reporting and not to discriminate against any   
 political party or candidate. All media houses should also follow professional   
 standards and strive for accuracy, balance and impartiality as far as possible.

2.2.  News media will try the best of its ability that news, current affairs, interviews,   
 talk-shows, analyses and information programs are not biased or in favor of, or  
 against, any party or candidate. In particular, media shall encourage journalists of  
 the highest standards in their election coverage and shall:
a. Try to the best of their ability to avoid all forms of rumor, speculation and  
 disinformation, particularly when, these concern specific political parties or 
 candidates and/or where malicious intent is demonstrated.
b. Discourage all forms of hate speech that can be interpreted as incitement to   
 violence or has the effect of promoting public disorder.

Freedom of expression and the rights of journalists to report freely should be respect-
ed by all parties/candidates and state authorities during the election. There should be 
a provision of full access to information during the election period and afterward.

The media have a duty to respect and promote tolerance and avoid all forms of 
expression that might be interpreted as incitement to violence or hatred on the basis 
of religion, creed, gender, or ethnicity.

Guideline 1 - Duty to Inform the Public
Guideline 6 - Limits on Prior Restraint

Guideline 7 - Limits on Media Liability

Guideline 8 - Corrections and Replies

Guideline 9 - News Coverage: Fair and Balanced 

Guideline 5 - Duty to Punish Attacks against 
Media Personnel and Property

Guideline 2 - Duty of Balance and Impartiality

Guideline 3 - Laws Restricting Freedom of Expression

Guideline 4 - Duty to Respect and Promote Tolerance
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12.2. Voter education programs must strive to be accurate and impartial and must try  
 effectively to inform voters about the voting process, including how, when and  
 where to vote, to register to vote and to verify proper registration, the secrecy  
 of  the ballot (and thus safety from retaliation), the importance of voting, the   
 functions of the offices that are under contention, and similar matters.
12.3. These programs should reach the largest number of voters, including where   
 most relevant, through programs in regional languages and targeted groups   
 traditionally excluded from the political process, such as women, the under-
 privileged, and religious and ethnic minorities.

13.1. If a broadcaster/newspaper publishes the results of an opinion poll or election  
 projection, they should strive to report the results fairly and in a proper context  
 explaining the scope and limits of such polls that have their own peculiar   
 limitations.
13.2. Opinion polls should be accompanied by information to assist viewers/listeners  
 to  understand the poll's significance, such as who conducted, commissioned  
 and paid for the poll, the methodology used, the sample size, the margin of   
 error, the fieldwork dates, and data used.

14.1. Broadcasters will not air any final, formal and definite elections results without  
 the consent and/or they will be aired only with a clear disclaimer that they are  
 unofficial, incomplete and partial results which should not be taken as final   
 results until election commission has announced final results.   

15.1. The Election Commission of Pakistan will evolve a suitable mechanism for the  
 implementation of Media Code of Ethics prepared by the representatives of   
 various media organizations. 
15.2. The Complaint Committee will be headed by Add. DG (PR), ECP and will   
 comprise of representatives from PBA, APNS, PCP, CPNE, PTV, PBC, NPC,   
 PFUJ, SAFMA and SAWN. Press Club, Islamabad.

10.1. Publicly owned media should grant all political parties/candidates airtime and   
 news space for direct access programs on a fair and non-discriminatory basis. 
10.2. Parties/candidates that represent minorities or special interest communities and  
 groups and are formally registered should be granted access to some airtime   
 and news space
10.3. State media will make every effort to ensure that space/airtime should be   
 allocated on a relative, proportionate basis, according to objective criteria   
 indicating general levels of support for different parties. The registered parties   
 that represent any section of people should normally receive some airtime.   
 Airtime for Parties that have been banned or are operating under new names   
 and are publicly engaged in violent acts or opposed to the democratic process  
 and constitutional framework should be avoided. 
10.4. Direct access programs by the state media should be aired at times when the  
 broadcasts are likely to reach the largest audiences. The duty of balance would  
 be deemed to have been breached if the programs of some parties/candidates  
 are aired at less favorable times than those of others. 

11.1. During elections, the media should endeavor to provide special information   
 programs that provide an opportunity for members of the public to put   
 questions directly to party leaders and candidates, and for candidates to   
 debate with each other on policy matters and issues that are of great concern  
 to the electorate.
11.2. Candidates standing for office should not, however, act as anchors or   
 presenters during the election period.
11.3. Attempt to air special information programs regarding policy matters and the   
 issues of public importance should be aired during prime viewing or listening   
 hours.
11.4.  Broadcasters and publishers have greater editorial discretion in relation to such  
 content than the news. But such discretion is subject to the general obligation  
 of  balance and impartiality. 

12.1. Publicly owned media are obliged to broadcast voter education programs, at   
 least to the extent that this is not already sufficiently covered by other   
 information initiatives. Other media should endeavor to also introduce such   
 programs as a matter of public service.

Guideline 10 - Direct Access Programs

Guideline 12 - Voter Education

Guideline 13 - Opinion Polls and Election Projections

Guideline 11 - Special Information Programs 
and voter access Guideline 14 - Announcement of Results

Guideline 15 - Regulatory and Complaints Mechanisms
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